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We will address the phases of the STPA process from the safety perspective (Appendix B), and STPA-sec process from the security perspective (Appendix C).



Appendix B STPA Process for Safety B.1 STPA Process for Safety The hazard analysis process in STPA [Leveson, 2012] consists of four essential steps (Figure B.1). a. Identify accidents and hazard In this step, we work on defining the scope of the system and the environment, defining hazards and potential accidents, and finally, defining the safety constraints. This step consists of three sub-steps: System-level Accidents (Losses); System-level Hazards; System-level Safety Constraints. b. Construct functional control structure In this step, we plan high-level control structure that explains the main components of the system and how it’s linked to other components. This would help us understand locations of input and output as well as integration and control in a system. c. Identify unsafe control actions In this step, refinement of high-level safety constraints and requirements using scenario-base and the narrative description in defining high-level unsafe control actions (Table B.1), which helps us put safety requirements and constraints (Table B.2) that are then represented in table form. Four ways a controller can provide unsafe control (Table B.1): A control action required for safety is not provided; An unsafe control action is provided; A potentially safe control action is provided too late or too early (at the wrong time) or in the wrong sequence; A control action required for safety is stopped too soon or applied too long. d. Identify causal factors and control flaws We start by identifying causal factors scenarios leading to violation of safety constraints using control loop model (Figure B.2) to identify how each potentially hazardous control action identified in Step 3 "Identify unsafe control actions" could occur.
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Figure B. 1 Steps System-Theoretic Process Analysis for Safety, adapted from [Leveson, 2012].



Table B. 1 Unsafe Control Actions for example about @RemoteSurgery speed sensor. Unsafe Control Actions speed sensor Control Action



Not providing causes hazard



Providing causes hazard



Too early/too late, wrong order causes hazard



#



#



#



Stopping too soon/applyin g too long causes hazard #



# Speed Sensor



Table B. 2 Defining Safety Constraints, for example about @RemoteSurgery speed sensor.



Unsafe Control Actions # Speed Sensor



Safety Constraint #



Figure B. 2 High level basic control structure model for Safety, adapted from [Leveson, 2013b].
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Therefore, we going to put a simple scenario to explain what we’ll be addressing before getting into the hazard analysis process for safety (STPA) and security (STPAsec). @RemoteSurgery, Most of the focus was on the movement of the operating terminals of the main console through which, a surgeon performs the operation. These movements are transmitted from one place to another on the network to reach the receiving console where the patient is, with no latency that might affect the terminals movement. [Anvari et al., 2005] conducted an experiment on remote operations to evaluate the consequences of latency being 500ms [Marescaux et al., 2000] and concluded that the higher the latency value is, the higher the probability of a risk occurring, putting the life of the patient on the line. Furthermore, the transmission of high definition photos allows the operating surgeon to see everything as if they are performing the operation on the patient directly. Avoiding the loss of transmitted packets above the average is also as important as discussed by [Marescaux et al., 2000]. This system, like any other system, is vulnerable simply because it is connected to the network. The surgeon controls the console; master cart; slave cart, which is a platform that consists of robotic arms for control, cameras, and an operating system that is connected to the host console through a network. This console could be located anywhere in the world and the surgeon sends commands to this console from wherever they are, remotely. The integration between conducting surgeries using robots and platform network connectivity leads us to find a method to identify potential hazard that will stand in the way of this technology that is starting to spread. In the example, we are dealing with safety/security requirements, where there is no possibility for disconnection; availability between the main console that runs from the surgeon’s side and the patient console that receives commands to perform surgery operations and since the system is connected to a network, this puts it under new threats that need to be dealt with.



B.2 Running example- STPA Safety Corner We apply the four steps of STPA process for safety on the example @RunningSurgery, which was addressed from the safety perspective and KAOS-SaS in chapter 6, section 6.2. What is addressed in this section will be addressed using STPA. STPA is considered a base scenario [Leveson, 2004; 2012]. Therefore, we run the example based on the above. a. Identify accidents and hazard Here, we have to answer the following questions:
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System-level accidents (losses)? Losing connection with the slave console; Losing control on the console; Losing control on the robot arms System-level Hazards? Operating System failure; Software is not responding System-level safety constraints? Connection to slave console must not be lost; Control on robot arms must not be lost Operating software must not fail b. Construct functional control structure In this phase, we design the high-level control structure for system-level hazards. Here, we focus on the analysis in case the robot arms stopped responding to the operating surgeons maneuvers. We have addressed the main components in this analysis according to STPA. Main components of Figure B.3 are, SlaveConsoleCart:is the platform that received the movements for the robotic SlaveArms to operate on the patient. Network: is the means of communication between the two consoles. MasterArms: is the arm through which, the operating surgeon performs surgical maneuvers. SlaveArms: execute the commands sent from MasterArms on the patient’s body directly.



Figure B. 3 high-level control structure for system-level hazards@RemoteSurgery wrong position x,y,z.



c. Identify unsafe control actions In this phase, we devise a control table using guide words that describe the cause of hazard (Table B.3).
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Table B. 3 Unsafe Control Actions for example about @RemoteSurgery wrong position x,y,z. Unsafe Control Actions wrong position x,y,z Control Action



Execute surgical maneuver



Not providing causes hazard



Providing causes hazard



#



Too early/too late, wrong order causes hazard



Stopping too soon/applying too long causes hazard



#



surgeon cancels surgical maneuvers due slave console robot arms not responding



#



Now we address the structure of this hazard using structure of a hazardous control action.



Four parts of a hazardous control action [Leveson, 2004; 2012]. Source Controller: the controller that can provide the control action Type: whether the control action was provided or not provided Control Action: the controller’s command that was provided / missing Context: conditions for the hazard to occur. Table B.3 { surgeon => Source Controller; cancels => Type; surgical maneuvers => Control Action; due slave console robot arms not responding => Context } After that we define safety constrains Table B.4 Table B. 4 Safety constrains @RemoteSurgery wrong position x,y,z.



Unsafe control actions



Safety constraints



(Table B.3) surgeon cancels surgical maneuvers due slave console robot arms not responding



surgeon must not perform Maneuver when criteria from SlaveArm are not met.



d. Identify causal factors and control flaws The operating surgeon performs surgical maneuvers based on what the surgeon sees on the monitor on the master slave. This monitor displays images transmitted from the camera on the slave console. The robot arms in the slave console perform the commands sent from the master console by the operating surgeon. Both consoles are connected through the network.
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The reason behind the slave console robot arm irresponsiveness is due to Failure in operating software that is responsible for robot arms movements. This indicates that safety constraints must be put in order to monitor the status of the robot arms and availability of feedback for the operating surgeon from the latter to learn the status.
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Appendix C STPA-sec Process for security C.1 STPA-sec Process for security The hazard analysis process in STPA-sec [Young and Leveson, 2013; 2014] consists of five phases (Figure C.1). a. Determining unacceptable losses From the STPA-sec perspective, this phase is executed at the strategic level to determine the context of the system from a comprehensive point of view using a topdown method. In this method, the probabilities and definition of all potential assets losses, which are considered unacceptable for the organisation. The researcher Young [Young, 2014] used “what(s)” and “how” to extract the unacceptable losses, "What(s)-what essential services and functions must be secured against disruptions or what represents an unacceptable loss". After defining services and functions, “How” is used to extract information on how a violation occurs for these functions. "How(s) - that can lead to the undesirable outcomes. The analysis moves from general to specific, from abstract to concrete". The outcome of the first phase is the definition of vulnerabilities and related loss events. b. Creating a model of the high level control structure- HLCS We make graphical specification for the system and its components and the internal components in a high-level control structure way. The HLCS model is built on a lack of constraints. To explain and understand the locations of the main system components and how they are inter-connected with other components and the integration and control points in the system. c. Identifying unsafe/unsecure control actions Using the scenario in (Table C.1) and the narrative description in defining high-level unsafe/unsecure control action, and linking that with the outcome of the first phase, vulnerabilities, and the outcome of the second phase which explain the linkage between the components and controlling the receiving and sending flow. There are four types of potential unsafe/unsecure control actions [Young and Leveson, 2013] (Table C.1): Providing a control action leads to a hazard or exploits the vulnerability; Not providing a control action leads to a hazard or exploits a vulnerability; Providing control actions too late, too early, or in the wrong order leads to a hazard or exploits a vulnerability; Stopping a control action too soon or continuing it too long leads to a hazard or exploits vulnerability.



d. Developing security requirements and constraints
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In this phase, we execute the Refinement of High-Level security Constraints and Requirements process using the scenario in (Table C.2) in order to achieve rigorous constraints for the system.



e. Identifying casual scenarios We identify causal factors scenarios leading to violation of security constraints using the Control Loop domain model (Figure B.2; Appendix B) and identify how each potentially hazardous/vulnerable States control action identified in Step c" Identifying Unsafe/Unsecure Control Actions" could occur.



Figure C. 1 System-Theoretic Process Analysis for Security, adapted from [Young, 2014].



Table C. 1 Potentially Unsecure Control Actions, for example about @RemoteSurgery



speed sensor.



Unsafe/Unsecure Control Actions Control Action



# Speed Sensor



Not Providing Causes Hazard



Providing Causes Hazard



Wrong Timing or Order Causes Hazard



#



#



#



Stopped Too Soon or Applied Too Long



Table C. 2 Defining Security Constraints, for example about @RemoteSurgery speed sensor.



Unsafe/Unsecure Control Actions # Speed Sensor



Security Constraint #



#
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C.2 Running example- STPA-Sec Security Corner We apply the five steps of STPA-sec process for security on the example @RemoteSurgery, which was addressed from the safety perspective and KAOS-SaS in chapter 6, section 6.2. What is addressed in this section will be addressed using STPA-sec. STPA-sec is considered a base scenario [Young and Leveson, 2014; 2013]. Therefore, we run the example based on the above.



a. Determining unacceptable losses Here, we have to answer the following questions: system-level accidents (losses)? Losing connection with the slave console; Losing control on the console; Patient is bleeding. System-level hazard? Latency in images transmission. System-level safety constraints? Latency value must not exceed an agreed level (value of x ms). b. Creating a model of the high level control structure (HLCS) In this phase, we design the high-level control structure for system-level hazards. Here, we focus the analysis on the latency in transmitting imaged to the operating surgeon. We only presented the main components in the analysis according to STPA. Components of Figure C.2 are, MasterConsoleCart: is the platform that transmits the movements the operating surgeon is making according to what is being seen on the master console monitor that displays images transmitted from the slave console on the patient’s end. SlaveConsoleCart: is the platform that received the movements for the robotic arms to operate on the patient. Camera: is placed inside the patient’s body and transmits images to the operating surgeon displayed on the monitor. Network: is the means of communication between the two consoles.
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Figure C. 2 high-level control structure for system-level hazards @RemoteSurgery camera latency.



c. Identifying unsafe/unsecure control actions In this phase, we devise a control table using guide words that describe the cause of hazard (Table C.3). Table C. 3 Unsafe/Unsecure Control Actions for example about @RemoteSurgery camera latency. Unsafe/Unsecure Control Actions camera latency Control Action



Execute surgical maneuver



Not providing causes hazard



Providing causes hazard



Too early/too late, wrong order causes hazard



#



surgeon performs surgical maneuvers due to image transmission latency



#



Stopping too soon/applying too long causes hazard



#



Now we address the structure of this hazard using structure of a hazardous control action. Four parts of a hazardous control action [Leveson, 2004; 2012]. Source Controller: the controller that can provide the control action Type: whether the control action was provided or not provided Control Action: the controller’s command that was provided / missing Context: conditions for the hazard to occur. Table C.3 { surgeon => Source Controller; performs => Type; surgical maneuvers => Control Action; due to image transmission latency => Context } d. Developing security requirements and constraints
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After that we define security/safety constrains Table C.4 Table C. 4 Security/Safety constrains @RemoteSurgery camera latency. Unsafe/Unsecure Control Actions



(Table C.3) surgeon performs surgical maneuvers due to image transmission latency



Security/Safety Constraint



operating surgeon performs surgical maneuvers when image transmission latency is less than X ms.



e. Identifying casual scenarios The operating surgeon performs surgical maneuvers based on what the surgeon sees on the monitor on the master slave. This monitor displays images transmitted from the camera on the slave console. The robot arms in the slave console perform the commands sent from the master console by the operating surgeon. Both consoles are connected through the network. The reason behind the latency in transmitting images to the operating surgeon’s monitor is due to the latency in transmitting data packets above the allowed average value X, which leads to another hazard; unharmonious surgical maneuvers that could lead to an accident in the end.
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